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- The present invention relates to a vapor fuel injector 
?ameholder and, more particularly, to a combination gas 
eous injector and ?ameholder for high inlet temperature 
ram burners and turbojet augmentors. ' 

In ramjet and turbojet engines designed to operate at 
high supersonic ?ight speeds, the temperature of the air 
entering the ram burner or augmentor may exceed 2000° 
F. As such temperatures approach the melting point of 
most commonly used structural materials, any objects 
placed in this air stream must either be very heavily con 
structed, or must be cooled by external means. When 

. such engines are required to operate over a wide range 
of ?ight speeds, it is necessary to mount ?ameholders 
within the burner as is done in present day engines. A 

' convenient and well-known method of cooling these 
?ameholders is to pass through them the fuel ultimately 
consumed in the burner. 

It is anticipated that the fuel to be used in these high 
speed engines will be in a gaseous state at the time of 
use. It may be a fuel which is a gas ‘at normal tempera 
tures, such as hydrogen or methane, and which is stored 
aboard the aircraft as an extremely cold liquid in insulated 
tanks, or it may be a fuel which is normally a liquid, 
such as highly re?ned kerosene or a pure liquid hydro 
carbon compound. In either case, the fuel will be em 
ployed to cool many parts of the engine and airframe, and 
in so doing will be heated to the extent that it will be in 
gaseous form when delivered to the burner. Thus, the 

‘ fuel will be burned as a vapor. 
It is further desired to burn as close to stoichiometric 

as possible. This, as is well known, is the chemically 
correct mixture of fuel and air which provides just enough 

‘ fuel to theoretically consume all the oxygen in the air 
and no more. The stoichiometric mixture varies for dif 
ferent fuels and this mixture approximately corresponds 
to the highest temperature mixture obtainable or, in other 

' words, the hottest ?ame obtainable which therefore pro 
vides the most energy release. Such a desired mixture 
encounters the standard problem, whether in aircraft or 
other internal combustion engines, of uniform fuel distri 
bution. In a reaction engine, this requires a most uni 
formly distributed fuel across the entire area of the 
burner. This provides the highest e?iciency obtainable 
and a close approach to the stoichiometric mixture. In 
addition, this must be done in an extremely fast moving 
?uid stream. 

It is known to use V-gutters and inject fuel in various 
ways in the vicinity of the V-gutter. The V-gutter pro 
vides a stagnant or dwell region for burning to initiate 
and/or occur. It is further known to use fuel injection 
tubes which contain ori?ces injecting the fuel at right 
angles to the ‘air stream and various types of these injec 
tors have been successfully built. One of the problems 

A ~ encountered is that the fuel jets at very high fuel ?ows 
' penetrate so completely into the air stream that they leave 
the region next to the V-gutter with very little fuel. Since 

7' the V-gutter’s purpose is ?ameholding, obviously it is nec 
essary to have fuel in the vicinity of the V-gutter if it is 
to function. It is common to put additional ori?ces in the 

I tubes to inject fuel in the direction of the air flow. It has 
. been found that injecting fuel at high fuel pressure down 
stream into the V-gutter wake causes the fuel to penetrate 
therecirculation zone of the ?ameholder too rapidly to 
burn. It has also been suggested that fuel be dribbled 

' 7 down the side of the V-gutter plates so that it will stay in 
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the immediate vicinity. By itself, this does not give uni 
form distribution since there is no penetration of the fuel 
into the main flow of the air stream. 
The main object of the present invention is to provide 

a fuel cooled vapor fuel injector ?ameholder that is oper 
able over a wide range of fuel air ratios and the optimum 
fuel distribution is automatically attained at all fuel ?ows. 
A further object is to provide such an injector ?ame 

holder which combines both normal or transverse injec 
tion and upstream injection in such a Way as to provide 
uniform fuel distribution. 
A further object is to provide de?ectors in conjunction 

with the upstream injection to cooperate with the trans 
verse injection and provide the uniform fuel distribution. 

Brie?y stated, the invention provides a vapor fuel injec 
tor flameholder for a combustion chamber which uses a 
hollow tube closed upon itself and conducting vapor fuel. 
The tube is disposed across the combustion chamber and 
has a pair of plates secured to it and extending down 
stream to form a V-gutter ?ameholder. A series of di 
ametrically opposed spaced apertures in the tube direct 
fuel transversely of the combustion chamber and a second 
series of spaced apertures in the tube direct fuel upstream 
and substantially at right angles to the ?rst series. A de 
?ector is placed over each of the second series of apertures 
and the de?ector is spaced from the tube to intercept the 
emerging fuel ?ow and direct the flow as a ?lm along the 
V-gutter plates. 
While the speci?cation concludes with claims particu 

larly pointing out and distinctly claiming the subject mat 
ter which is regarded‘ as the invention, it is believed the 
invention will be better understood from the following 
description taken in connection with the accompanying 
drawing in which: , I 

FIGURE 1 is a partial cross-sectional view of a typical 
spaced ring fuel injector as used in an afterburner, ' 
FIGURE 2 is an end view of FIGURE 1, 
FIGURE 3 is a partial cross-sectional view of the in 

vented injector flameholder, and 
FIGURE 4 is a partial side view of the ?ameholder 

‘showing the spaced de?ectors. 
Referring ?rst to FIGURE 1, there is shown a partial 

cross-section of a reaction engine having a casing 10 form 
ing a combustion chamber which, as shown, may be an 
afterburner or augmentor section 11 and an inner cone 
I2 guiding the motive ?uid or exhaust gases downstream 
from a turbine not shown. Further combustion may take 
place in section 11 and to this end there is provided a fuel 
injector ?ameholder arrangement generally indicated at 
13 which is disposed transversely across the combustion 
section 11. The injector ?ameholder 13 may comprise 
a series of concentric tubes 14 that are supported by hol 
low struts which struts and tubes may convey fuel for in 
jection into section 11. Tubes 14 may be arrangements 
other than concentric tubes but this arrangement is pref 
erable. The fuel normally will be vaporized, having been 
used elsewhere as a cooling medium and having been va 
porized in the process. . 
The individual vapor injector ?arneholder is shown in 

detail in FIGURE 3. In order to provide a stagnant re 
gion and ?ameholding capability, tube 14 has a pair of ?at 
spaced plates 15 extending downstream from the tube to 
form a V-gutter ?ameholder. The plates normally di 
verge as shown an amount dependent on the particular 
environment in which they are to be used. As is well 
known, a recirculation zone 16 is formed at the down 
stream end of the plates at which a pilot flame may dwell 
due to the stagnant condition in the recirculation zone. 
It is desired to obtain uniform fuel injection across section 
II and to this end tube 14 is provided with a ?rst series of 
diametrically opposed apertures 17 which are axially 
spaced along the tube as shown in FIGURE 4. These 



apertures are used. to injectthe fuel- transversely to the ' 
combustion chamber as shown by the arrow in FIGURE 
3 and this form of injection is known. At high fuel pres 

‘ away. from aperture _ for adequate de?ecting,cool 
ing, and 'distributing'of the fuel; The spaced de?ectors 
are preferred over a continuous de?ector for the same 

sures’ the penetration of the transverse streams from aper- 7 
tures 17 leave the area adjacent the?aineholder starved 
of fuel. A plurality of the concentric tubes 14, arranged 
as shown in'FIGURESl and 2, provide aitransverse blan 
ket of fuel across section 11, but, in the immediate vicinity~ 
of the ?ameholder, without more, the fuel supply is'in-i . 
adequate and the ?ameholder does not function. Toronto‘ 10 
this, a second. series of spaced‘apertures 13 is‘provided in‘ . 
the tube; and directed upstream of the tubeas- shown in; 
FIGURE 3, It is to be notedithat this aperture .18 alone,’ 
injecting fuel" upstream, would penetrate some distance 

- upstream ‘and then mix .With‘the approaching air and, 
being slightlydiluted by that air, ‘it would‘be carried back ' 
on the ?ameholder and would not be as eifective as if it 

place. In otherwords; the fuel-air ratio wo'uldtend to 
decrease. providing an insu?icient burning mixture adja-v 
cent the‘ ?ameholder. ‘ 
The present invention includesa means for holding the ' ' 

fuel in the vicinity of the injector'and’this is done by pro 
f viding a spaced deflector member 19 which ‘maybe sew 
cured-by‘strap '20to the tube as shown in FIGURE _4. 
The purpose of vthe'rdetlec't'orv is to holdithe' vapor fuel 
exiting from aperture 18" in the immediate vicinity of the 
injector and thus allow it to how down ithe'side of the‘ 
?ameholder' plates as aYsheet or film as shown by. the 
arrows in FIGURE, 3. Preferably, a single aperture‘ 18 is 
shown centrally disposed so'thatthe fuel 'will split upon 1 
hitting the‘ ‘top and ?ow. down both sides; and thus lose, 
most of thefinjection energy in the process. Thisis de- 

" reason ‘in that portions of'the continuous ‘de?ector would 
v‘be too far from; the high velocity jet from aperture 18 re 
.sulting in poor distribution vand inadequate cooling. ,' Con 
sequentlyp the spaced de?ector arrangement is albe'tter 
combustion arrangement formore e?icient burning} ' 
Preferably, to avoid spillage of fuel from aperture 18 

‘into the‘side region between de?ectors and consequent 're~ 
Eduction of the ?lm of pilot fuel downplates 15,'each de_ 

' - :?ector is providedrwith endplates 22 v(which may be a 

.to the underside of the de?ectors.v . 
continuation of, orrpart of, straps 20) con?ning the fuel 

With ;the_ arrangement just described, it will be appar 
v,ent that at low fuel‘ ?ows the penetration of fuel from 
' apertures 17 is slightand the-two fuel streams, from-aper 

had been held, in the vicinity of the'injector intheT?rst . 'tures 17'and the ?lm fromapertures 18, merge to concen 
, itrate the fuel in- thejvicinity of the ?a'meholder; *Athigh 

25 

fuel ?ows, thejetsof fuelfr-om tapertures'l'i'. penetrate 
transversely well into the air ‘stream'to' create'a nearly 
uniform fuel distribution while the‘ fuel fromapertures 

7 F13 ?ows directly into the wake of ‘the ?ameholder thus 
insuring the ‘maintenance of a combustible mixture in this 
‘region at all times. Thematic of‘ the amount of fuel in 
jected through aperturesl’ito that through apertures 18 

. is 'regulatedby the number and size of the respective aper 
tures." This ratio willnormaliy ,varyiwith the fuel em 

‘ , 'ployed,- the operating conditions being encountered,>and 
30 'the physical arrangement of the ?ameholders within a 

_ particular burner. " ‘ 

Cooling is provided by passing the fuel-directly. through 
v: ‘the ?ameholder before burning a'n'djthus lighter construc 

sired since it is necessary to let the fuel'?owvza's a ?lm 
valongithe plates. Furthermore, the use‘ of thefuel, strika 

35; , . _ p _ V V p 7 _ 

' at all burner fuelair rauosyet-flame-out due to overpene ing the‘ inner surface oflde?ector, 19 serves at thesame -' 
timeto cool'it so that it does not burn‘awayr UForibest'f I 
results, it has beenrfound that the spacing of the de?ector". 
from the tube ‘or the radial distance?lrshould be a maxi-, ’ 
mum of one-fourth the diameter ofthetubeif a cylindri 40" 

' cal tube is used or substantially one-fourth vthe width of- I ‘ 
the'tube ifother than a cylindrical tube is used; Larger], '7 
spacing resultsjin insu?icient cooling o'f'the de?ector ‘by 
the fuel. Additionally,‘ with a larger space, air circulates 
back under; the de?ector, permitting unwanted combustion 5" 
between the de?ector and tube.‘ Furthermore, the‘ de?ec- 45' 
tor 19 preferably extends around the'tube approximately‘v 1 1 . 
the width of the tube as shown in FIGURE, 3,, ‘In the pre-ih . 
'ferredconcentric arrangement shown. this ‘width .or .pro- 7. "7 
jected' area’ is substantially ; the, diameter ‘of the tube. I 
Wider than, that 01" overhanging would tend‘to expose 

7 ‘more of the de?ector to ‘the‘hot gases in, section l‘lrrand- ‘ 
. place part of the de?ector farther away from therelatively , j . 
cool jet of fuel1 through aperture '18i'to lowerthe cooling 

effectiveness‘of the fuel in theqverhangingportion.of thew: de?ector; Additionally,;it is unneeded, hardware adding 
additional structure and weight. ‘ _‘ 

' vReferring next to FIGURE "4,‘ 

it has been found thatlthis spacing betweentadjacent de— 
: ?ectors should not exceed the'rtube 14' diameter;-,The I‘ 
" spacing between de?ectors is ‘required since the fuel from ?' 
apertures 17 has a tendency to pickup the low'vvelocity' 
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' it can/be seenthatthe 7 . 

. deflectorv 19 is‘ spaced from an, adjacent similar de?ector; -. ' 
. there being a plurality of'de?ectors around the tube 14. ' f1 

?ow from apertures 18 and to'carry both fuels out into ‘the ' '’ 
main stream. This tendency isavoided by providing; gaps 1' 
between cle?ectorsto removejthe aperture '173fuel from 

V the lowvelocity fuel‘dribblin'ges'a ?lm down ‘the plates 2 v '~ 

. 15. The maximum spacing isdesired as a limitvinkorder‘ - 
to avoid getting too far frornrthe transverse fuel- apertures; 
17 and thusjmoving the‘?ameholdingE-portion ofjplate 15 
too far-away from ‘the fuelissuirig from apertures'l'l; 

' Additionally’,deflectors,1‘91have'anaxial length'with'a " 
' maximum equal tojthe tube diameterg" This is the axial‘ _ ' 

glen'gth alongthe", de?ector. as shown’ inv FIGURE" ‘ ‘Greater ‘than the maximum, partsaof ‘the de?ectorrget too, 

7 . in the light .of ‘the above teachings. 

I ?ectors ‘are spaced from said tube a 
' fourth/the'widthoflsaidtube. V y ,7 /. 

3'.v Apparatus as described. in claiml wherein ‘said de-' 
i?ectors extend over." said second series .of apertures the 

..':;said tube diameter: ' ’ ' ' 

' tion may be used. ' Fuel is injected: in such a mannerjthat 
the optimum fue'l' distribution isautomatically obtained 

tration of the fuel .jetsvis avoided. ' Further, the ?ame 
'7 holder contains its own‘ fuel‘manifold thus simplifying the 

structure and obviating v‘the ‘need for manifolding external 
to the combustion seciion. ; ‘ a " > ' 

While there has hereinbefore been described-‘a pre 
ferred form of the ,_invention,lobviously many’modi?ca 
tions ‘and variations of the present invention are possible 

It‘ is therefore to be 
understood, that within the scope ofthe-appended claims, 
the invention may be practiced otherwise‘ than as speci? 
cally described. ,5 " i ' ' ‘ 

~' 'I claim: ' ' ~ 

‘ ' ILA‘ vapor fuel-injector-?ameholder for a reaction en 
"gine combustion chamber comprising, , ' 

‘a hollow tube for conducting vapor fuel ‘and disposed 
across the combustion chamber, , ' 

a‘pair" of plates secured’to and extending‘ downstream V 
' j vfrom thetube toi'for'm- a V-gutter flameholder, . 
said tube , having a ?rst series of, diametrically ‘opposed 
spaced apertures for directing ‘fueltransversely of the 
fcombustion chamber, ' ~ 

_ a'sec'on'd series er spaced 
7 ’ upstreamthereof, ‘ 

‘ and a de?ector over 

‘tures,'~":"1...;w .V . 7 ~ said deflector being spaced from said vtube and conform; 

apertures said tube directed 

' '7: _ing in curvature .therewith‘toldirect fuel "from said 
7 ,. second‘aperturesfas a film along'said plates. 7 
‘_ 2;. Apparatus as describedin claimgl wherein said de 

maximum of one 

' rproje‘ctedrwidth of said tubes; ' ' . 

‘*4, Apparatus as described in 61pm. lwherein-ps'aidlhol 
low tube is cylindrical and‘rsaid de?ectors are spaced vfrom 
saiditube a maximum 10f ‘one fourth ‘saidlube-diameter. 

' Y 7:57. Apparatus as described "in .c'la-iini4'wherein said' de 
f: tle‘ctorshave a maximum’lehgth arlongtsaid‘gtube equal to. 

each of said 'Seconidseries of aper- ' 
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6. A vapor fuel injector-?ameholder for a reaction en 
gine combustion chamber comprising, 

a hollow vapor fuel conducting cylindrical tube closed 
in a circle upon itself and disposed transversely 
across the combustion chamber, 

a pair of ?at spaced diverging plates secured to said 
tube to form therewith a V-gutter ?ameholder with 
rounded upstream apex, 

said tube having a series of diametrically opposed 
spaced apertures for directing fuel transversely of the 
combustion chamber, 

a second series of spaced apertures in said tube directed 
upstream thereof, 

a de?ector over each of said second series of apertures 
spaced from said tube ‘and concentric therewith, 

said de?ector covering the width of said tube to inter 
cept fuel ?ow from said apertures and direct it as a 
?lm along said plates. 

7. Apparatus as described in claim 6 wherein each of 

6 
said de?ectors has an end plate to prevent spillage over 
the end of the de?ectors. 

8. Apparatus as described in claim 6 wherein each of 
said de?ectors is spaced from said tube a maximum of 
one fourth the diameter of said tube and is provided with 
an end plate to prevent fuel spillage over the end of the 
de?ectors. 
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